PERFORMANCE
COLORADO

Rate yourself in each area from 1 (low) to 12 (high) considering both

PERFORMANCE PROFILE
ASSESS YOUR MENTAL GAME

your skill level and your frequency of practice/use. Shade the web
accordingly starting on the outside (1) and working your way in to the
center (12). We work from the outside in on this worksheet because
our initial gains in an area tend to be large, but as we work our way
toward mastery, our gains often become incrementally smaller.

SELF-TALK
Deliberately leverage my
thoughts to remain taskfocused and effective

CONFIDENCE
Belief in myself and my
ability as an Ultimate player

IMAGERY
Ability to create clear, vivid
and controllable images
using all senses.

IDENTITY
Awareness of my personal

"SWITCH ON"
Ability to enter "the zone"
or get into "flow"

values and my authentic self
- within and outside of
Ultimate

DELIBERATE PRACTICE
Purpose and intentionality

RELAXATION
Ability to generate a sense of

with which I approach

calm and composure to perform

training to ensure my own

in critical moments and

development

deliberately recover in downtime

ACTIVATION
Ability to generate the energy
necessary to perform my best

MINDSET
Willingness to seek out

during practice, drills, games/

challenge; ability to learn

tournaments, conditioning, etc.

from failure; experience
fulfilment in the process of
learning and mastering skills
FOCUS
Ability to direct my mind to

REFOCUS
Ability to regain focus after

where it needs to be

distraction, mistake or

OTHER: __________________
Description:

break in play

HELPFUL TIP: GO WITH YOUR GUT ON RATING YOURSELF
If you're still having a hard time in one category or another, try this scale:
1 = I'm really bad at that/I've never tried it
6 = I'm decent at that/I practice failry frequently
12 = I can do that in the toughest conditions/I practice that regularly
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